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Welcome to Teachstone's
Interactive Reading Guide
with CLASS® Concepts

How to use the guide:
This guide is meant to help you enhance the experience of reading with children. The ideas

in the guide will help you make the most of story time, supporting children’s learning and

engaging with them in a meaningful way. 

When planning for story time, begin by reading the book. Then, read this guide. Choose the

ideas you think will be most helpful based on what you know about the children you are

reading to. It is not recommended that you use all of the ideas in the guide at once, as this

may disrupt the flow of the story.

What is CLASS®?:
CLASS stands for the Classroom Assessment Scoring System. Developed in 2008 at the

University of Virginia, it is a research-driven tool used to improve how teachers interact with

children every day to cultivate supportive, structured, and engaging classroom experiences.

The CLASS framework is divided into three domains: Emotional Support, Classroom

Organization, and Instructional Support. Each domain is subdivided into several dimensions.

This guide offers suggestions on using strategies from each of the CLASS dimensions listed

below.

Classroom Organization:
Behavior Management (BM)
Productivity (P)
Instructional Learning Formats (ILF)

Emotional Support:
Positive Climate (PC)
Teacher Sensitivity (TS)
Regard for Student Perspectives (RSP)

Instructional Support:
Concept Development (CD)
Quality of Feedback (QF)
Language Modeling (LM)
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHILDREN WHO

ARE DUAL LANGUAGE LEARNERS:

When you share books and stories with children who are DLLs, there are several

important strategies that you can use to support their engagement and learning.

One key strategy is to create an opportunity for children to preview the book in their

home language. You can do this in several ways. For example, if you have the book

available in a child’s home language, you can share it with families in advance and

encourage them to read the book to their children in their home language before

you read it in the classroom in English. If the book is not available in a child’s home

language, you can share the book with families and encourage families to talk about

what they see in the pictures with their children. 

Engaging families in this intentional way also helps to build a connection between

the home and the classroom. You can also preview books with children in the

classroom by reading it to them in their home language before you read it in English.

(This should be done in small groups of 2-4 or even one on one.) And, again, if the

book is not available in the child’s home language or if you don't know how to speak

the language, you can be creative and use post-it notes (and potentially a translation

website) to label some of the illustrations or keywords in the child’s home language.

Creating an opportunity for children to preview a book in their home language

before you read it in English helps them become familiar with the concepts, ideas,

and vocabulary in the book, and they can use this understanding to bridge their

learning in English. 

This approach also helps maintain language separation, which means that you

dedicate equal and separate time for instruction and conversations in one language

at a time. With books that have bilingual text, it is best to read the book all the way

through in one language at a time, rather than reading each page in both languages

back to back. 
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Another key strategy is to use visual props, images, gestures, and facial expressions

to help children learn new words, refer to characters or scenery, and understand

concepts within the book. While you’re reading, point to the illustrations to help

children make connections between the pictures and the words. 

There are many more strategies that can help you in supporting children who are

DLLs, but for now, I will just share one more (well, it's a couple of related strategies).

As you read and ask questions, pause to provide children with enough time to

process what you’re saying and to respond. It also helps to encourage and

acknowledge children’s verbal and nonverbal responses. Remember that children’s

receptive language skills (what they can understand) develops before their

expressive skills (what they can say). 

Throughout the reading guide for Omar, el jaguar, we have included some of these

strategies and a few others to help you be intentional about supporting children

who are DLLs. 



COVER:
This is a bilingual book, bilingual means “two languages”. In this case the two languages

are English and Spanish. Who can speak English? Who can speak Spanish also? Wow!

You are bilingual like the author, Natalia Simons. Natalia Simons wrote the book and the

illustrator drew the book, her name is Alessia Fraschetta. (LM, PC)

The title of this book is “The Mexiglish Girl”. What do you think the word “Mexiglish”

means? Why do you think the girl in the cover is holding two flags? How are the two flags

different? Look at the picture of the front cover, what do you see around the girl standing?

How do you think the girl feels in this picture? (RSP, LM)

PICTURE WALK:
Before we read the words in this book, let’s take a look at the pictures the illustrator drew

to help tell a story. This is just like the pictures you draw to illustrate your stories. As we

flip the pages of the book and look at the pictures, what do you notice about the pictures

and what do they tell you about the story? What are some interesting things you find in

this book? What pictures look familiar to you? I am excited to hear your ideas! (RSP, PC,

LM
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DEDICATION PAGE:
This book is dedicated to children that have dual heritages with unique experiences of
culture, food and traditions from other countries. What do you think a “dedication”
means? Dedicating a book to someone is a way of saying you were thinking of them
when they wrote it and are very special to you. If you were writing a book about having
two different heritages who would you dedicated to? What would inspire you to draw
the pictures or tell the story? Maybe when we are finished reading this book we draw
pictures of your family culture, food or traditions. How would you feel if you dedicate
your drawings to someone special in your family? Wonderful! (RSP, CD, LM)
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DUAL HERITAGE:
Dual means two, and Gloria has two different heritages, English and Mexican as her

father is from England and her mother from Mexico. This also means she has a dual

heritage because she experiences traditions and experiences from two different

countries. What do you think the author means when she says, “Gloria felt proud of her

heritage”? How do you describe your own heritage? What are some special events

your family does that may be different from others? Why are they special to your family?

What foods and traditions do you enjoy the best and why are they important to you?

What do you enjoy the most about your heritage? What traditions or special events

make you feel proud of your heritage? (LM, RSP, PC)

DIFFERENT LANGUAGES:
There are many languages people speak around the world. Gloria speaks English from

her English heritage and Spanish from her Mexican heritage. How do you think Gloria

felt when she was teaching the word, “frog” or “rana” in Spanish to friends that didn’t

know the language? Gloria showed being brave as her friends were laughing how she

said, “rana” rolling the rrrrrrrr. Sometimes, new words can be hard to understand and it

helps to show friendliness and ask more questions about the different language. How

do you feel when you speak a different language with friends and they laugh at the

words? What could you say to show that respecting different languages is important to

maintain our heritage and culture? Why do you think Gloria wanted to teach Spanish

words to her friends in England? (LM, RSP, PC, ILF) 

TRADITIONS:
Traditions are events or beliefs that are passed down through our ancestors and family

that are repeated time after time or year after year. What are some events that you

celebrate with your family every year? How do you celebrate these events differently

than other families you have in another country? How different are the foods you eat

than other family members you have? Gloria tasted spicy foods and she didn’t like them

at first. What new foods did you learn to try that your family enjoys eating? Gloria tasted

new Mexican foods such as tamales and enchiladas. She learned that not all foods are

as spicy as she thought and enjoyed the tamales, which foods do you enjoy with your

family? (LM, RSP, PC, ILF)
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SPECIAL TRADITIONS:
Gloria’s grandma described how important “Dia de los Muertos” or “Day of the Dead” is

for Mexican families and how it is a day to honor their Ancestors who are no longer with

us. Families celebrate by dressing up with colorful clothing, creating Altars with pictures

of their ancestors, bringing favorite Mexican food they liked such as: Sweet bread,

sugar skulls, horchata or sweet cinnamon rice drinks. There is dancing and candle

lighting to remember them in a cheerful way. How do you feel when you celebrate a

special tradition? Gloria learned how to hit a pinata, what is something new you have

learned to do that is part of a tradition? (LM, PC, RSP, ILF, CD)

VISITING RELATIVES:
Gloria needed to travel a long distance in an airplane to Mexico to visit her

grandmother. Where have you traveled before that was a long distance to visit family?

How do you feel about traveling to another country where there are different

languages spoken, different foods? How do you think Gloria felt when she had to leave

her mom and dad in England to visit her grandma and friends in Mexico? Why do you

think Gloria enjoyed visiting grandma? Who would you like to visit that is far away or

long distance? (LM, PC, RSP, ILF, CD) 

FEELING BRAVE:
Gloria felt many different feelings when she visited her grandma in Mexico. How do you

think she felt when the children in Mexico laughed at her when she didn’t hit the pinata

the first time? Grandma shared wise words with Gloria about breathing, staying still,

relaxing while counting to 10 and then Spanish words would come to her to speak with

the children in Mexico. Wise words are ideas about experiences older people may

share to help with feelings, conflicts or learning something new. How did the wise

words help Gloria remember the Spanish words and speak about the two languages

she knows to other children? Why do you think learning more than one language is

helpful? Gloria showed bravery as she spoke about her knowing two languages, how

do you feel when you share something about your family traditions to others? (LM, PC,

RSP, ILF, CD)



Dia de los Muertos/Day of the Dead
Traditions
Dual Heritage
Language
Spanish
Pinata
Sugar Skull 
Enchiladas 
Tamales 
Wise Words

VOCABULARY:
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Learn more about how CLASS® can help your program
improve teacher-child interactions at www.teachstone.com

or give us a call at 877-401-8007.


